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ESTIMATES OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS
by Detlef MULLER Good information about the asymptotic behaviour of such FourierStieltjes transforms is needed to solve the synthesis problem for smooth submanifolds of R"" (see e.g. [7] ). And, as Professor Y. Domar has pointed out to me, such knowledge would also yield information about the decay at infinity of solutions of partial differential equations (see e.g. [5] ).
Introduction.

If U is an open domain in
As far as I know, satisfactory aswers to the above problem have only been given for oscillatory integrals E^.^.(9) with k iA-(^i,...^k) = Z n^+Ufc+i^k+i^i^-.^k), J=l which correspond to surface carried measures (see [2] , [4) , [6] ). In some sense, the other extreme is the case where Sr^vj/, is a function of only one real variable, which corresponds to measures on curves. For this case, we will prove some quite general results.
2.
Let vl/eC^I.R"), v| / = (\)/i,.. .,v|/^), where I ^ 0 is some bounded open interval in R. For £,, T| e R" let ^ • T| denote the Euclidean inner product on R", and correspondingly let r|^(x) = ^ r|,v|/,(x). j=i
Further let |r|| : = max |r|j for T| e R".
Define the torsion T of \(/ by
where \l/ is regarded as a column vector and vl/^ denotes the fe -th derivative of \|/. At least for n = 2 we have r(x) = fc(x)|\l/"(x)| 2 , where k is the torsion of the curve y = {(x,\|/(x)): x e 1} in R"^1. Let
for t e R, and ^(g) = e o g for geC^I.R). If \|/o(x) = x for xeR, then for 8e^(I), r|oeR and T| = (r|i,... ,T|^) e R", we have
ZnA o So it will be slightly more general to study the behaviour of \9e(r\ -v(0|pM as \r\\ -> oo , where
for every (p e^(R).
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For certain reasons (see [3] ; [7] , Th. 4.1), we will also study |3e(r| -<|/)|A , where
We will furst state our main results and prove some corollaries: Corollary 2 demonstrates that the result in Theorem 2 is in some sense best possible.
3.
Before we start to prove the theorems above we will state some lemmas. The first one is due to J.-E. Bjork and is cited in [3] , Lemma 1. The second lemma will be used to prove the remark following Corollary 1. I would like to thank Professor H. Leptin for pointing out to me a shorter proof than my original one. By « A » we denote the exterior product in the Grassmann algebra A(R"). 
4.
Proo/ of Theorem 1. -It is well-known (see e.g. [I], [7] ) that for (pe@(R) one has the estimate Thus, by Lemma 1, there exists a C > 0, such that for |^| < A|T|| 
I v I
